

Ask An Engineer


A “Low Diaphragm Vacuum” fault or “Fill
Vacuum Reservoir Full” warning on the EQ-70
or Q-70 HMI operator display indicates a
problem with the vacuum supply to the fill
diaphragms.














Evergreen EQ-70 and Q-70 fillers utilize
vacuum to properly expand the fill diaphragms
during operation, reducing wear and extending
the life of the diaphragms. The vacuum
generator is located below the fill enclosure on
up of moisture, the hand valve at the bottom of
the reservoir should be opened periodically.
A failed or leaking diaphragm will direct
solution from the fill metering bowl into the
vacuum reservoir and a “Fill Vacuum Reservoir
Full” warning will be shown on the HMI
operator display. A diaphragm failure during
CIP/SIP may require replacing the regulator,
pressure switch and vacuum generator. Either a
blockage or leak in the vacuum pump or line to
the fill metering bowls will indicate fault.













Condensation or moisture from the fill
metering bowls flows through the tubing and is
collected in the reservoir. A probe that extends
from the top of the reservoir senses the
moisture level inside the reservoir. As moisture
collects, a signal is displayed on the HMI
operator display to indicate a buildup of
moisture in the reservoir. To remove any build-

the line 1 side of the filler. Regulated air flows
through the vacuum generator to develop
vacuum and is connected to a small reservoir.
Tubing from the fill metering bowls connects to
the small reservoir.

I hope these suggestions provide some
assistance. If you have questions about this or
any other issue, don’t hesitate to “Ask An
Engineer.”



PARTS DISCOUNTS


Take advantage of these huge discounts on overstocked parts. The part numbers and prices in red
may have been further reduced from previous discounts. To order, make sure you ask for the
surplus/obsolete price. Stock is limited to the quantities shown, so order now!











































SERVICE TIP



Early spout welding systems use “weld by watts”
controls. After a level of watts is entered, the
controlling PLC brings the horn and anvil together
and turns on the ultrasonic power supply until it
receives feedback that the watts level has been
reached.
The problem is that watts is an instantaneous
reading. So in an ideal system, when the power
supply is turned on, the watts would instantly go to
the level available from the power supply:

This is where the air cushion comes into play. With
the air cushion just slightly engaged, the horn and
anvil are delayed from coming fully together for the
last few thousandths of an inch. The level of watts
coming out of the power supply is proportional to
the pressure the horn and anvil see on each other.
So as they come together, the pressure increases,
and the delivered watts increases. This gives the
PLC a slope on the feedback line, so it knows when
to shut off the power supply:


























If the set point is just under this level, the weld time
will be too short, and the cap will hardly be welded
at all:

To make this adjustment, completely loosen the nut
and air cushion adjustment screw on the air
cylinder. Then tighten the screw one half turn. That
will provide the amount of cushion needed for a
good weld. Tighten the nut.



 













 



If the set point is just over this level, the weld time
will be too long, and the cap will be burned
through:
Newer spout systems use “weld by energy” (WBE)
modules, or have this function built into the newer
DCX ultrasonic power supplies. This eliminates the
problem by measuring the actual level of joules
being generated over the entire weld cycle, rather
than an instantaneous wattage reading.

 




- Jim Goranson
N-8/Spout Engineer



EPE NEWS




Tom Fahrenkrug has been promoted to
Manager-Equipment Technical Support.
He will continue to expand the focus
of one of Evergreen Packaging’s core
strengths of customer support.
Technical support programs will
continue to be developed utilizing the
latest technology to meet customer
requirements.

George Morden has been named the
Manager of Development Engineering.
He has previously been a project leader
on the Development team and with the
company since 1997. George will lead the
Development Engineering Team in
all current and future machine
developments.





 
 


 




 



 



 








Khalid Ikram has been named Manager
of Production Engineering. Khalid has
been with the company since 2005, and
most recently managed Development
Engineering. In this new role, he will
manage the day-to-day business for
sold machine orders.

Andrew Schmit will lead Eco-Pak
developments in his new role as a
Development Engineering Project
Leader. He has been with Evergreen
since 2009 and worked on several
development projects.









Richard Spier is promoted to PCO
(Process Center Owner) managing the
EH-84, Q-70 and other quart/liter
product lines. He has extensive
experience working with controls and
has been with Evergreen Packaging
since 2016.

Dan Manders will lead the current
EH-210 project, as well as future
developments as a new Development
Engineering Project Leader. He has
been with Evergreen since 2014 and
has also worked on various
development projects.














